UET RELEASE 2.0
Case for Endorsement

Name of allocated IRC(s): ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail
Name of the SSO: Australian Industry Standards

1. Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement
Refer to Attachment A for the title and code for each of the training package components that are
submitted for approval, and an indication of whether these are updated (including equivalence or
non-equivalence status), new or deleted products
1.1 Case for Change details

The Case for Change was approved at the 5 June 2019 AISC meeting and directed by the
Commonwealth through Activity Order AIS/TPD/2018-19/002 dated 21 June 2019.
TDR – 1 Transmission, Distribution and Rail:

The Industry Skills project involved the review of seven qualifications and 77 Units of Competency
to align with industry practices and emerging technologies, including the transition to renewable
energy generation.

TDR – 2 Renewable Technologies:

This project addressed the skills and knowledge gaps related to working with renewable
technology systems. During the development work the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
identified that one Unit of Competency was required for the Electricity Supply Industry
Transmission, Distribution and Rail (ESI TDR) sector instead of the initial 22 Units of Competency.

The ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) met with representatives from the
Electrotechnology IRC, Generation IRC and the Clean Energy Council to identify skills gaps in other
sectors which the renewable technologies project could address. This led to a joint project
between ESI TDR IRC and Electrotechnology IRC, to develop two Units of Competency and a Skill
Set for the Electrotechnology Training Package and one Unit of Competency for the ESI TDR
Training Package.
A change of scope to the original activity order was submitted 20 November 2020.

As a consequence of the major changes to the Units of Competency within the two projects a
further seven qualifications and 79 Units of Competency were affected requiring the current
versions of the units to be incorporated. Resulting in a total of:
•

•

14 Qualifications (Seven reviewed and seven updated with the current versions of units)

162 Units of Competency (77 revised and 79 prerequisite units updated to the current
version and six new Units of Competency).

The updating of the additional seven Qualifications and 79 units of competency in this Case for
Endorsement is required to ensure the usage of the current versions of units where possible.
These additional qualifications and units were not reviewed as part of the project, they are
identified in Appendix A by italics.
1.2 Timeframes and delays

A request for extension to the original submission date was submitted 1 September 2020. Reasons
for delays included:
•

COVID-19 impacted on the availability of subject matter experts.

•
•

Complexities and difficulties in sourcing appropriate subject matter experts, requiring
additional time to ensure products met the current and future needs of ESI TDR industry.

The UEE Electrotechnology Training Package Released on 5 October 2020 required the
TAC to reassess and review the suitability of the new UEE Electrotechnology Units of
Competency within the UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package.
It also required the TAC to reassess the content of UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail
Sector Training Package Units of Competency to ensure that skills gaps were addressed
based on changes made to the content of UEE Electrotechnology Training Package Units of
Competency.

2. Changes to training products and how these will meet the needs of
industry

Refer to Attachment B for information on how the proposed updates to qualifications will better
support job roles in industry.
The training products address changes to the skills needs of the industry resulting from increased
automation of power systems, new technologies, renewable power sources, current industry
practices and increased regulatory and safety requirements.

Six new Units of Competency were developed to address the identified skill needs for Asset
Inspectors, Distribution Underground Lineworkers and Vegetation Control Workers and safety
controls for Distribution Lineworkers working with alternate supplies on the distribution
network. The TAC reduced the level of prerequisite Units of Competency to lessen unnecessary
barriers for participants in the workforce. The removal of the weighting points from the seven
Qualifications was also achieved in order to bring them in line with Training Package Development
Policy requirements. The reviewed Qualifications and Units of Competency will align with the
industry requirements, reflecting current occupational outcomes. The Qualifications will also
allow for transferability by using a common bank of core Units of Competency that are used
between ESI and Electrotechnology occupations.
The new unit, Identify and apply controls for alternate supplies on the distribution network will
support Distribution Lineworkers by ensuring safety requirements and the identification and
application of control measures for alternate supplies on the distribution network.

During the review, the TAC determined that seven Units of Competency were able to be deleted.
This was supported by the IRC.

3. Stakeholder consultation strategy
Refer to Attachment C for:
•

list of stakeholders that actively participated in consultation on the project

•

summary feedback provided by stakeholder type and the IRCs response to this feedback

•

summary of issues raised during stakeholder consultation and the IRCs response to these issues

3.1 Identification of stakeholders

AIS worked with the IRC’s appointed TACs throughout the projects. This included two face-to-face
meetings and 48 subsequent video conference meetings. The TAC was comprised of 38 subject
matter experts from a broad cross-section of the ESI TDR and Electrotechnology industry
including Distribution Network Service Provider’s (DNSP), Rail Traction, Transmission and
Vegetation Control industry practitioners, Electricians, Registered Training Organisations (RTOs),
ESI TDR consultants, Government Departments, Peak Bodies and associations.
3.2 Strategies for engaging stakeholders

Engagement was driven through the ESI TDR and Electrotechnology IRC to maximise reach and
depth of engagement with appropriate stakeholders.
Throughout the development, AIS used the following communications strategies to ensure
relevant stakeholders were consulted:
•

•
•
•

•

•

IRC member communications to their industry networks using various methods.
Phone, video conference meetings and emails to key industry stakeholders.
Communication to State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs).

Project updates to 630 ESI TDR and 1127 Electrotechnology registered subscribers via
direct email, with links to draft products on the website for public consultation and
validation periods. The projects were also promoted through the AIS newsletter and social
media.

Formal feedback was received from 15 stakeholders for the projects across the two
consultation periods. All stakeholder feedback received was presented to the TAC during
drafting and finalisation of products all decisions made at TAC meetings were documented.

All stakeholders that provided feedback received personal responses regarding the
decision determined by the TAC as a result of their feedback.

As part of the AIS communication strategy, all key industry stakeholders were regularly informed
of the expected changes and impacts during the consultation periods.
Public consultation periods were:
•

•

8 September – 8 October 2020 and 12 November – 4 December 2020 (Industry Skills
Project)
17 December – 28 January 2021 and 22 February – 9 March 2021 (Renewable
Technologies Project)

3.3 Participation by different types of stakeholders

Participation included representatives from the ESI TDR and Electrotechnology industry, including
Distribution Network Service Provider’s (DNSP), Rail Traction, Transmission and Vegetation
Control industry practitioners, Electricians, Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), ESI TDR
consultants, Government Departments, Peak Bodies and associations from rural, regional and
metropolitan areas. Relevant Industry Training Advisory Bodies (ITAB’s) were consulted
throughout the process.
Australian Industry Standards (AIS) circulated material for consultation to 630 ESI TDR and 1127
Electrotechnology registered subscribers.

4. Evidence of industry support
4.1 Industry support

Feedback provided during consultation was constructive with positive support for the products.
Any concerns received were resolved during the first round of public consultation, with only very
minor additions provided during final validation consultation.

The TACs for UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package Release 2 project
provided unanimous support at the sign-off TAC meeting. Letters of support from industry for the
revised products are attached.
The ESI TDR IRC Chair signed off on the Case for Endorsement on 23 June 2021.
4.2 Engagement of States and Territories

All State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs) were provided with the draft products and advised of the opportunity to provide feedback through the AIS website on the Case for Endorsement
(CfE) over the period: 20 April 2021 to 13 May 2021.

Victoria STA provided feedback on equivalency and the IRC note the following:
Based on the Training Package Products Policy 3.4, qualifications identified with an * are not
equivalent. However, industry requests that these qualifications remain equivalent given the regulatory and industry impacts that non-equivalency would cause.
These qualifications are used for distribution network accreditation and/or licensing/regulatory
requirements across Australia. The regulator has advised that a not equivalent status will cause
major disruptions and issues for the industry and its workers.
Industry requests that the qualifications remain equivalent, the changes to the skills and
knowledge were only to remove content that was irrelevant from the core of the qualification.
After a thorough review of the qualifications by the TAC, some skills and knowledge were identified within the core of the qualifications that are irrelevant to the occupational outcome and
should not have been included. An example of this was the requirement for a powerline worker to
install a power point in a house, a skill that has never been required by the industry. The removal
of these unrelated skills and knowledge does not change the industry occupational outcome.
After meeting with the Victorian STA, industry regulator and the IRC Chair it was agreed that,
given the impact to the industry and regulator, the qualifications should remain equivalent.
The following table shows the level of support following STA consultation:
State/Territory

Organisation

Australian Capital
Territory

Skills Canberra

New South Wales

Department of Education

Northern Territory

Department of Trade,
Business and Innovation

Queensland

Department of Employment,
Small Business and Training

Response

No response – Not enough ESI TDR workers in ACT for them
to represent.
I am pleased to indicate that NSW supports the Case for
Endorsement for UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail
Training Package.

No response

Thank you for the opportunity to review the UET
Transmission, Distribution and Rail Case for Endorsement.

South Australia
Tasmania

Victoria

As there are no know issues resulting from our review,
Queensland provides their support to progress to AISC for
their consideration.

Department for Innovation
and Skills

No response

Department of Education and
Training

Thank you for the time to meet and subsequent draft to
address the issues raised. Please record the Victorian STA as
supporting the Case for Endorsement of UET release 2
Transmission, Distribution and Rail noting the following;

Skills Tasmania

Providing any issues raised by Tasmanian stakeholders have
been addressed, Skills Tasmania supports the case for
Endorsement for the following Training Package projects: (1)
Industry Skills, and (2) Renewable Technologies.

•
The Victorian STA welcomes the removal of weighting
points from some of the UET qualifications and looks forward
to this also being applied to the remainder of the products.
•
Deemed equivalence - While this outcome isn’t ideal,
the additional text provides greater clarity.

Western Australia

Department of Training and
Workforce Development

4.3 Mitigation strategies

•
The use of units from UEE11 - Understanding that
new units have been used where possible and that the other
units (from related qualifications) couldn’t be included at this
time and will be reviewed later this year. Noting that this
contributes to further churn and presents difficulties for the
RTOs, an extended transition period will be helpful.
Based on the materials provided, the Western Australian
State Training Authority supports the Case for Endorsement
for the UET Transmission Distribution and Rail Training
Package Release 2.0.

A key focus of the project was the streamlining of qualifications and Units of Competency. It was
identified during development that seven Units of Competency were either obsolete skills or could
be combined with other existing Units of Competency. Information on these changes were
provided during both public consultation periods, and the Companion Volume Implementation
Guide (CVIG) and mapping documents provide guidance to the RTO’s on merged Units.
4.4 Letters of industry support

Refer to Attachment G for the letters of support.

5. Dissenting views

5.1 Dissenting views/issues raised

No dissenting views were expressed by any stakeholder/s during the revision and development of
qualifications and Units of Competency.
5.2 Rationale for approval

6. Reports by exception

7. Mandatory Workplace Requirements
Refer to Attachment D for a list of the units of competency, the MWR, the rationale for this, and
evidence of employer support for this requirement.
No Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Package product developed.

8. Implementation of the new training packages
8.1 Implementation issues

AIS used a consultation model that allowed individuals to comment on the draft training products
throughout the process. Stakeholders have not identified implementation issues post this review
and development.

The industry stakeholders and RTOs directly involved in the development process are employers,
who are acutely aware of the need to ensure that the Units of Competency can be implemented
across a range of settings. This awareness also extends to the risk of the nature of work in the ESI
TDR environment and the need to ensure the safety of participants in training and assessment.
The Units of Competency and their assessment requirements specify delivery and assessment can
be undertaken in a simulated workplace operational environment, according to the demands of
the work involved.

The UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package Companion Volume
Implementation Guide (CVIG) Release 2.0 has been updated accordingly to ensure that RTOs have
advice on implementation of Training Package products.
8.2 Potential for traineeship or apprenticeships

The following Qualifications are suitable for a traineeship with a nominal duration of two years:
•
•

UET20321 Certificate II in ESI - Powerline Vegetation Control
UET20621 Certificate II in ESI – Asset Inspection and Testing

The following Qualifications are suitable for an apprenticeship with a nominal duration of four
years:
•

•
•
•
•

UET30521 Certificate III in ESI – Transmission Overhead

UET30621 Certificate III in ESI – Distribution Overhead
UET30721 Certificate III in ESI – Rail Traction

UET30821 Certificate III in ESI – Distribution Underground

UET30921 Certificate III in ESI – Very Remote Community Utilities

8.3 Occupational and licensing requirements

Units of Competency in this Training Package have been developed in consultation with the
relevant industry TAC so that, where appropriate, these align to the requirements of legislation,
regulations and mandated codes of practice.

Licensing and regulatory authorities will recognise a range of Units of Competency contained
within this Training Package for respective licensing, registration or accreditation purposes.
8.4 Extension to transition period

Where the need for an extension to the transition period is identified for training products that are
the subject of this Case for Endorsement, the SSO will apply to the relevant regulator for an extension
to transition, to mitigate the identified impact on other training products, particular student cohorts
or industry business needs
The following issues have been identified in relation to the UET Transmission, Distribution and
Rail Sector Training Package and the dependency it has on the UEE Electrotechnology Training
Package that will impact on RTOs and students:
•

•

Apprentices are enrolled in the UET12 version of the UET Transmission, Distribution and
Rail Sector Training Package, transitioning to the current version UET Transmission,
Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package Release 1.0 by 24 March 2021. UET
Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package Release 1.0 contains the
superseded UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package Units of Competency.

With the endorsement of this project UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector
Training Package Release 2.0, RTO’s and students will be required to transition again. This
means that some apprentices would be transitioned twice within 12 months. UET12 – UET
Release 1.0 and UET Release 1.0 – UET Release 2.0.

The UEE Electrotechnology Training Package Release 2.0 was endorsed with a transition period
until October 2022. This means:
•

•
•

RTOs do not have to update their UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package materials
until October 2022
Existing apprentices do not have to be transitioned from the UEE11 Electrotechnology
Training Package if they can complete their apprenticeships by October 2022, and

Non-equivalent units do not have to be added to scope (if on scope separately) by the RTO
until October 2022.

AS the UEE Electrotechnology and UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training
Packages are intrinsically linked, through the usage of Units of Competency as core fundamental
skills, AIS, the IRC and the TAC request that the transition of UET Transmission, Distribution and
Rail Sector Training Package Release 2.0 has an extension period that extends beyond the UEE
Electrotechnology Training Package date of Oct 22 to mitigate impacts on students and RTO’s.

The IRC requests that the UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package
Release 2.0 has an extension period of two (2) years.

9. Quality Assurance

The Case for Endorsement meets the following requirements:
Standards for Training Packages 2012
Training Package Products Policy

☑
☑

Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
Companion Volume Implementation Guide is available and quality assured.

☑
☑

Copies of quality assurance reports are included in Attachment F.

10. Implementation of the Minister’s priorities in training packages
Refer to Attachment E for information on no enrolment and low enrolment qualifications reviewed
as part of this project, and the outcomes of this review (i.e. product proposed for deletion or
retention). Attachment D also includes the rationale for retaining no and/or low enrolment products
when this is the proposal.
Please include an explanation of how approval of the proposed training products will support the
reform priorities for training packages agreed by skills ministers in November 2015 and October
2020:
Streamlining/rationalisation This project updated and developed content to cover the skills and
of training products
knowledge changes required for the ESI resulting from increased
automation of power systems, new technologies, renewable power
sources, industry practices and increased regulatory and safety
requirements.

UET, UEE, AVI, ICT, NWP, TLI and AHC Training Packages were
reviewed to determine if any existing training products could be used.
Where existing products were identified to that could be used in the
UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package they
were integrated into the qualifications. This analysis then led to the
identification of Units of Competency requiring development during
this project as gaps which needed to be addressed.
The six new Units of Competency were developed as there are no
suitable existing Training Packages that cover the components
required for the ESI TDR industry.

Ensure that more
information about industry’s
expectations of training
delivery is available to
training providers to
improve their delivery and to
consumers to enable more
informed course choices

The effect of this project on the UET Transmission, Distribution and
Rail Sector Training Package will be the removal of eight Units of
Competency and one qualification.

Throughout the revision and development of the qualifications and
Units of Competency, industry’s expectation was to ensure flexible
delivery was available to ensure that all ESI TDR sectors were able to
utilise the qualification and Units of Competency.

It is also expected that the removal of weighting points from the
qualification packaging rules will address inconsistencies in
occupational outcomes and the expectations of industry by providing
the exact number of Units of Competency required.

The UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package
CVIG describes additional requirements applicable to the learner and
describes industry’s expectations for training delivery.

Ensure the training system
The seven qualifications provide the required ESI TDR industry
better supports individuals employment pathways and provides the flexibility to cover all
to move more easily between identified job roles at those levels.
related occupations
The Certificate III qualifications are packaged to facilitate
transferability of core skills and knowledge between the trades
providing the opportunity to move between related occupations
within industry. Individuals would only need to complete the
technical specialist Units of Competency for the skills and knowledge
of the new occupation they moving to.
Improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating
units that can be owned and
used by multiple industry
sectors

Electricians that work in the ESI TDR industry are able to utilise the
Qualifications and Units of Competency.

The qualifications and Units of Competency were revised and
developed to facilitate use by the ESI TDR sector with strong
consideration for the Electrotechnology and ESI Generation sectors
and are all suitable for inclusion into the UEE Electrotechnology
Training Package, UEP ESI Generation Training Package and other
Foster greater recognition of industry Training Packages.
skill sets and work with
industry to support their
implementation

11. A link to the full content of the proposed training package component(s)
The AISC should be provided with a link to the full, developed training package component(s) to
be approved under the Case for Endorsement.
A link to the training package components proposed for endorsement is included here.

This Case for Endorsement was agreed to by the ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail IRC

Name of Chair

Peter Woods

Signature of Chair

Date

23 June 2021

Attachment A: Training products submitted for approval
Please set out in the table below, the training products submitted for approval, including showing whether this is an updated, new or deleted
product.
An explanation for the italicised products is noted in section 1.1 of the CfE.
An explanation for the asterisked products is noted in section 4.2 of the CfE.
Training Product Name

Type

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Qualifications
UET20321 Certificate II in ESI - Powerline
Vegetation Control

UET20421 Certificate II in Transmission Structure
and Line Assembly
*UET20621 Certificate II in ESI - Asset Inspection
and Testing
*UET30521 Certificate III in ESI - Transmission
Overhead
*UET30621 Certificate III in ESI - Distribution
Overhead
UET30721 Certificate III in ESI - Rail Traction

*UET30821 Certificate III in ESI - Distribution
Underground
*UET30921 Certificate III in ESI - Remote
Community Utilities

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Not Equivalent

An additional five units moved from the
elective bank to the core units requiring a
more in-depth occupational outcome

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Equivalent

Updated without changing the occupational
outcome of the qualification

Updated

Updated

Updated

UET40421 Certificate IV in ESI – Network Systems

Updated

UET40521 Certificate IV in ESI – Power Systems
Substations

Updated

UET40621 Certificate IV in ESI – Power Systems
Network Infrastructure

Updated

UET50221 Diploma of ESI – Power Systems

UET50321 Diploma of ESI – Power Systems

UET60221 Advanced Diploma of ESI – Power Systems

UET20519 Certificate II in National Broadband
Network Cabling (Electricity Supply Industry Assets)

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units

Equivalent

Updated superseded units and superseded
prerequisite units
Deleted due to zero enrolments

Deleted

Units of competency

UETDRAI001 Inspect and test poles at and below
ground level
*UETDRAI003 Perform minor maintenance on
electricity network assets
*UETDRAI005 Use asset inspection equipment
*UETDRDO001 Inspect overhead poles, structures
and electrical apparatus

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Not Equivalent

A new workplace outcome of testing poles
was added to the unit.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

UETDRDO002 Inspect, maintain and restore energised
low voltage overhead distribution network
infrastructure
*UETDRDO003 Maintain energised high voltage
distribution overhead electrical apparatus (glove
and barrier)

UETDRDO004 Maintain energised high voltage
distribution overhead electrical apparatus (stick)
UETDRDO005 Maintain overhead energised low
voltage distribution network
UETDRDO006 Maintain, test and verify distribution
overhead network
UETDRDS001 Design customer power system
substations

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

UETDRDS002 Design overhead distribution power
systems

Updated

UETDRDS003 Design power system distribution
substations

Updated

UETDRDS004 Design power system public lighting
systems

Updated

UETDRDS005 Design underground distribution power
systems

Updated

UETDRDS006 Develop high voltage and low voltage
distribution protection systems

Updated

UETDRDS007 Develop planned power systems outage
strategies

Updated

UETDRDS008 Draft and layout a power system
distribution substation minor upgrade

Updated

UETDRDS009 Draft and layout a power system
overhead distribution extension

Updated

UETDRDS010 Draft and layout a power system street
lighting system

Updated

UETDRDS011 Draft and layout a power system
underground distribution extension

Updated

UETDRDS012 Investigate quality of power systems
supply issues

Updated

UETDRDS013 Organise and implement ESI line and
easement surveys

Updated

UETDRDS014 Prepare and manage detailed
construction plans for electrical power system
infrastructure
UETDRDU001 Conduct high voltage testing of
underground power cable system

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Updated

Updated

UETDRDU003 Install and maintain gas and oil
pressure systems for specialised underground cables

Updated

UETDRDU004 Install and maintain network
infrastructure HV underground cables

Updated

UETDRDU005 Install and maintain network
infrastructure LV underground cables

Updated

UETDRDU006 Install and maintain polymeric
specialised underground cables

Updated

UETDRDU008 Install gas and oil filled specialised
underground cables

Updated

UETDRDU009 Install, test and verify distribution
underground cable installations
UETDRDU010 Joint, terminate and maintain
energised low voltage underground paper insulated
cable

UETDRDU011 Joint, terminate and maintain
energised low voltage underground polymeric cable
UETDRDU012 Joint, terminate and maintain high
voltage underground paper insulated cable
UETDRDU013 Joint, terminate and maintain high
voltage underground polymeric cable

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

UETDRDU014 Joint, terminate and maintain low
voltage underground paper insulated cable
UETDRDU015 Joint, terminate and maintain low
voltage underground polymeric cable
UETDRDU016 Lay power cables
UETDRDU017 Locate faults in underground power
cables
UETDRDU018 Maintain gas and oil filled specialised
underground cables

UETDRDU019 Transition joint high voltage paper
insulated cable to high voltage polymeric cable
UETDREL001 Apply environmental requirements
*UETDREL002 Comply with environmental
requirements
*UETDREL004 Operate plant and equipment in the
vicinity of live electrical apparatus
UETDREL005 Work safely in the vicinity of live
electrical apparatus

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

UETDREL006 Work safely in the vicinity of live
electrical apparatus as a non-electrical worker

Updated

UETDRIS001 Coordinate and direct power system
switching schedules

Updated

UETDRIS002 Coordinate power system permit
procedures

Updated

UETDRIS003 Develop high voltage switching schedule

UETDRIS004 Develop low voltage switching schedule

Updated

Updated

UETDRIS005 Implement & monitor power system
environmental & sustainable energy management
policies & procedures

Updated

UETDRIS006 Implement and monitor the power
system organisational WHS/OHS policies, procedures
and programs

Updated

UETDRIS007 Install and maintain distribution
overhead conductors and cables
UETDRIS008 Install and maintain electrical
apparatus
UETDRIS009 Install and maintain ESI network
infrastructure electrical equipment

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Not Equivalent

A new workplace outcome of maintenance of
electrical apparatus was added to the unit.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRIS010 Install and maintain low voltage
overhead services
UETDRIS011 Install and maintain low voltage
underground services
UETDRIS012 Install and maintain poles, structures
and hardware
UETDRIS013 Install and maintain public lighting
systems
UETDRIS014 Install and replace energy meters and
associated equipment
UETDRIS015 Install low voltage mobile generator
UETDRIS016 Install mobile generation set for
synchronised HV Genset

UETDRIS017 Perform high voltage field switching
operation to a given schedule
UETDRIS018 Perform low voltage field switching
operation to a given schedule
UETDRIS019 Sample, test, filter and reinstate
insulating oil

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRRC001 Install and maintain low voltage
overhead services in a very remote community
UETDRRC002 Install and maintain low voltage
underground services in a very remote community
UETDRRC003 Install and maintain public lighting
systems in a very remote community
UETDRRC004 Install and replace energy meters and
associated equipment in a very remote community
UETDRRC005 Maintain, test and verify power
systems in a very remote community
UETDRRC006 Perform low voltage electricity
network switching in a very remote community
UETDRRC007 Solve problems in electrical network
apparatus in a very remote community
UETDRRC008 Solve problems in low voltage
electrical network circuits in a very remote
community

UETDRRF001 Perform cable pit/trench/excavation
rescue
UETDRRF002 Perform EWP rescue

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Not Equivalent

A new workplace outcome requiring the
maintenance of power systems was added to
the unit.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

UETDRRF003 Perform pole top rescue

UETDRRF004 Perform rescue from a live LV panel

UETDRRF005 Perform rescue from switchyard
structures at heights
UETDRRF006 Perform tower rescue

UETDRRF007 Provide first aid in an ESI environment

UETDRRT001 Install overhead rail traction
configurations
UETDRRT002 Install overhead traction components
and equipment
UETDRRT003 Install rail traction bonds
UETDRRT004 Install traction overhead wiring
systems
UETDRRT005 Maintain energised d.c. traction
overhead wiring system

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRRT006 Maintain energised traction overhead
electrical apparatus using glove techniques

Updated

UETDRRT007 Maintain energised traction overhead
electrical apparatus using stick techniques

Updated

UETDRRT008 Maintain overhead rail traction
configurations
UETDRRT009 Maintain overhead traction
components and equipment
UETDRRT010 Maintain rail traction bonds
UETDRRT011 Maintain traction overhead wiring
systems
UETDRRT012 Operate rail road height access plant
near rail traction systems
UETDRRT013 Perform rail traction switching
operations to a given schedule
UETDRRT014 Test and verify rail traction
installations
UETDRSB001 Perform substation switching
operations to a given schedule

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

UETDRSO001 Coordinate high voltage distribution
and sub-transmission networks

Updated

UETDRSO002 Coordinate high voltage transmission
network

Updated

UETDRSO003 Coordinate power system operations in
a regulated energy market

Updated

UETDRSO004 Develop and evaluate power systems
transmission switching programs

Updated

UETDRSO005 Develop high voltage distribution and
sub-transmission switching programs

Updated

UETDRSO006 Develop low voltage distribution
switching programs

Updated

UETDRSO007 Manage high voltage distribution and
sub-transmission network demand

Updated

UETDRSO008 Manage power systems network faults

Updated

UETDRSO009 Manage power systems transmission
networks

Updated

UETDRSO010 Respond to complex power system
protection operations

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRSO011 Respond to discrete and interdependent
protection operations

Updated

UETDRTO001 Erect power systems transmission
structure hardware

Updated

UETDRTO002 Erect power systems transmission
structures

Updated

UETDRTO003 Establish and reinstate a power systems
transmission structure work site

Updated

UETDRTO004 Inspect and maintain transmission
overhead network
UETDRTO005 Inspect transmission structures,
conductors and hardware
UETDRTO006 Install and maintain transmission
conductors
UETDRTO007 Install and maintain transmission
structures and hardware

Updated

Updated

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Not Equivalent

A new workplace outcome of maintenance of
structures and hardware was added to the
unit.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Updated

UETDRTO008 Install/maintain overhead transmission
network infrastructure

Updated

UETDRTO009 Install/maintain transmission network
infrastructure electrical equipment

Updated

UETDRTO010 Maintain energised transmission lines
using barehand techniques from a helicopter
UETDRTO011 Maintain energised transmission lines
using live work barehand techniques
UETDRTO012 Maintain energised transmission lines
using live work stick techniques

Updated

Updated

Updated

UETDRTO013 Pre-tension stringing overhead
transmission conductors and cables

Updated

UETDRTO014 Set-up and install transmission
structure stubs

Updated

UETDRTS001 Commission complex network
protection and control systems

Updated

UETDRTS002 Commission energy/revenue metering
schemes

Updated

UETDRTS003 Commission energy/revenue metering
schemes (complex)

Updated

UETDRTS004 Commission interdependent network
protection and control systems

Updated

UETDRTS005 Commission power systems metering
schemes

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRTS006 Conduct evaluation of power system
substation faults

Updated

UETDRTS007 Conduct evaluation of power systems
primary plant

Updated

UETDRTS008 Design power systems secondary
isolation instructional documents

Updated

UETDRTS009 Design testing and commissioning
procedures for field devices and substations

Updated

UETDRTS010 Develop power systems secondary
isolation instructional documents

Updated

UETDRTS011 Install and maintain power system
communication equipment

Updated

UETDRTS012 Install and replace complex
energy/revenue metering schemes and associated
equipment

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Updated

UETDRTS013 Install and replace high voltage
metering and associated equipment

Updated

UETDRTS014 Maintain and test and metering
schemes

Updated

UETDRTS015 Maintain complex network protection
and control systems

Updated

UETDRTS016 Maintain compliance with national
electricity market metrology practices and procedures

Updated

UETDRTS017 Maintain interdependent network
protection and control systems

Updated

UETDRTS018 Maintain, test and commission power
systems voltage regulating equipment

Updated

UETDRTS019 Manage compliance with national
electricity market metrology practices and procedures

Updated

UETDRTS020 Management of energy registration
data errors for revenue billing purposes

Updated

UETDRTS021 Perform accuracy checks on power
systems instrument transformers

Updated

UETDRTS022 Perform current injection testing using
phantom load

Updated

UETDRTS023 Repair, test and calibrate protection
relays and meters

Updated

UETDRTS024 Test and maintain energy/revenue
metering schemes

Updated

UETDRTS025 Test and maintain energy/revenue
metering schemes (complex)

Updated

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

UETDRTS026 Undertake power systems project
management of substation augmentation and
maintenance
UETDRTS027 Verification and certification of revenue
metering/energy measurement instruments

UETDRVC002 Assess vegetation in an electricity
supply industry environment
UETDRVC003 Control vegetation for powerline work
UETDRVC004 Control vegetation in the vicinity of
live electrical apparatus from an elevated work
platform
UETDRVC005 Control vegetation in the vicinity of
live electrical apparatus from ground level
UETDRVC006 Control vegetation in the vicinity of
live electrical apparatus from within the tree
UETDRVC007 Control vegetation using pruning
techniques
UETDRVC008 Coordinate vegetation control
operations

UETDRVC009 Monitor vegetation control work in
the vicinity of live electrical apparatus

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

Updated superseded prerequisite units only

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

Updated

UETDRVC010 Perform rescue from within a tree in
the vicinity of live electrical apparatus
*UETDRVC011 Use specialised plant to cut
vegetation above ground in the vicinity of live
electrical apparatus

UETDRAI002 Inspect poles, hardware and electrical
apparatus
UETDRAI004 Treat poles
UETDRDU002 Inspect underground electrical
apparatus
UETDRDU007 Install and maintain underground
public lighting
UETDREL003 Identify and apply controls for
alternate supplies on the distribution network
UETDRVC001 Apply work health and safety
requirements for powerline vegetation control
UETTDREL19 Identify and interpret characteristics
of electrical apparatus associated with power
industry assets

UETTDREL21 Operate specialised data information
equipment near live electrical apparatus

Updated

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Equivalent

The skills and knowledge required to achieve
the workplace outcome have not changed.

Updated

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit

Deleted

The components of UETTDREL19 are
incorporated in the other asset inspection
units. Therefore, this unit is a duplication.

Deleted

The components of UETTDREL21 are
incorporated in the other asset inspection
units. Therefore, this unit is a duplication.

UETTDRIS42 Maintain network infrastructure
electrical equipment

UETTDRIS57 Conduct visual checking and treatment
of power system poles and structures

Deleted

Deleted

The components of UETTDRIS42 have been
combined with UETDRIS008.
This unit is essentially a duplication of other
units including: UETDRAI001 Inspect and test
poles at and below ground level
UETTDRAI002 Treat poles
UETDRDO001 Inspect overhead poles,
structures and electrical apparatus

UETTDRIS81 Install telecommunications
infrastructure on electricity supply industry assets

UETTDRTP27 Maintain transmission structures and
associated hardware

UETTDRVC23 Plan the removal of vegetation up to
vegetation exclusion zone near live electrical
apparatus
UETTDRVC31 Operate specialist equipment at
ground level near live electrical apparatus

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted due to zero enrolments

Public consultation feedback asked for
UETDRTO007 and UETTDRTP27 to be
combined. The TAC agreed with this and have
incorporated the components of
UETTDRTP27 into UETDRTO007.
The components of planning are embedded
into the other vegetation control units.

The operation of the equipment within this
unit is not classified as working within the
vicinity of live electrical apparatus therefore
any slasher/mulcher unit could be used. The
units AHCMOM304 and FWPHAR2206 have
been included in the Vegetation Control
Qualification for this purpose.

Attachment B: How qualification updates support job roles
Please use the table below to demonstrate how the proposed updates to qualifications will better support job roles
Job role

Qualification

Proposed updates and how these better support the job role

Powerline Vegetation Control
Worker

UET20321 Certificate II in ESI Powerline Vegetation Control

Transmission Line Assembly Worker

UET20421 Certificate II in
Transmission Structure and Line
Assembly
UET20621 Certificate II in ESI Asset Inspection and Testing

Alignment of the qualification to better meet the industry standards in the vegetation
control industry. The revised qualification is structured to support and align with the
standards used by the ESI industry in accrediting Vegetation Control workers access
to work within the vicinity of powerlines.
The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions.

ESI Asset Inspector

Transmission Linesperson
Transmission Overhead Linesperson

UET30521 Certificate III in ESI Transmission Overhead

Transmission Lineworker
Transmission Overhead Lineworker
Distribution Linesperson
Distribution Overhead Linesperson

Stronger alignment to the occupational outcomes including usage of new equipment
and processes for inspecting, testing and reporting on the status of electricity
network assets. The update also includes changes to the qualification to incorporate
technology uses in field work to replace traditional methods.
The updates remove distribution requirements that were mandated for Transmission
Lineworkers but were unachievable within the Transmission Sector.
To better support the job role the elective unit bank within the qualification
incorporates a greater variety of skills that are now required for Transmission
Lineworkers including the use of drones and working safely with radio frequency.

UET30621 Certificate III in ESI Distribution Overhead

A clearer alignment to the occupational outcome including the usage of new
technologies in the field.

UET30721 Certificate III in ESI - Rail
Traction

Changes to the qualification ensure a strengthened alignment to the industry needs.
These changes will equip Rail Traction Lineworkers to perform the full breadth of the
industry requirements as part of their job role.

UET30821 Certificate III in ESI Distribution Underground

A clearer alignment to the occupational outcome including the usage of new
technologies in the field. New Units of Competency that align with industry practices.

Distribution Lineworker
Distribution Overhead Lineworker
Rail Traction Worker
Rail Traction Lineworker
Distribution Underground
Lineworker
Cable Jointer

Very Remote Community Utilities
Worker

UET30921 Certificate III in ESI –
Very Remote Community Utilities

Live Lineworker

UET40421 Certificate IV in ESI Network Systems

The changes to the qualification will support workers in very remote communities to
maintain utilities infrastructure including the generation, transmission and
distribution of electricity. The changes also support the industry needs with
qualification specialisations that also incorporate the maintenance of water utilities in
very remote communities.
The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

UET40521 Certificate IV in ESI Power Systems Substations

The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

UET40621 Certificate IV in ESI Power Systems Network
Infrastructure

The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

UET50221 Diploma of ESI - Power
Systems

The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

UET50321 Diploma of ESI - Power
Systems Operations

The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

UET60221 Advanced Diploma of ESI
- Power Systems

The qualification was not reviewed – Units of Competency of were updated to the
current versions, where possible.

Powerline Supervisor
Line Worker
Substation Maintenance Electrician
Electrical Technician (ESI)
Powerline Supervisor
Substation Electrician
Powerline Supervisor

High Voltage Substation Project
Manager
Senior Systems Operator (Electricity
Supply Industry)
Power Systems Technical Officer
Power Systems Technical Officer
High Voltage Substation Project
Manager
Senior Systems Operator (Electricity
Supply Industry)
Power Systems Senior Technical
Officer

Attachment C: Stakeholder consultation
List of stakeholders that actively participated in stakeholder consultation for the project:
Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

First Last

e.g. Safe Work Australia

e.g. Director, WHS policy

e.g. Business Services

e.g. Employer

e.g. ACT

Mario Sousa

Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment

Team Leader – ASP Assessments

Government

Workforce Development

NSW

Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment

ASP Assessments Team

Government

Workforce Development

NSW

Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment

Manager Energy Networks

Government

Workforce Development

NSW

Essential Energy

UEEA Training Council WA
/Energy Skills Solutions

Operational Training Manager

NSW

Asset Inspection Supervisor

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Employer

Essential Energy

Industry Consultant – Electrical &
Utilities / Risk and Compliance
Manager

ESI TDR Sector

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

Steven Spencer
Kathy Staggs
David Britten
Shane Eeles

David Nichols

Peak Industry Body/RTO

WA

David Morrison

Endeavour Energy

Manager Technical Training

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

Veronica Mauri

Consultant

Training and Safety Consultant

Subject Matter Expert

WA

Tracey Hall

College of Electrical
Training

Instructional Designer

ESI TDR and WHS
Sector

RTO

WA

Trevor
Conquest

Conquest Communication
Training

Owner/Manager

Electrotechnology
Sector

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

RTO

QLD

David Tolliday

Holmesglen
TAFE/SaveEnergySolutions

Senior Renewable Energy
Instructor / Renewable
Design/Install Consultant - GCPV,
Battery Storage, Small Wind

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

RTO

VIC

Elizabeth
Joannou

Global Sustainable Energy
Solutions

RTO

NSW

N.OGEE Consulting

Director

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Glenn Platt

Subject Matter Expert

NSW

Michelle Taylor

Energy Qld

Manager Intelligent Grid New
Technology

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Employer

QLD

Alex Newman

Future Energy Skills

Executive Officer

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Peak Industry Body

VIC

Wesley Byrnes

Essential Energy

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

John Rowe

SA Power Networks

Standalone Power Systems (SAPS)
Implementation Lead

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

SA

Ben Tyrrell

TasNetworks

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

TAS

Betty Hui

Jemena / Zinfra

ESI TDR and Civil
Sector

Employer

VIC

Dustin
Faulkner

Albert Pors

Western Power

Endeavour Energy

Training Programmes Manager

Training Team Leader
Technical Trainer
Trainer/Auditor

Power Quality & Reliability
Planning Manager

Technical Capability Partner

ESI TDR Sector

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

Employer

WA

NSW

Robert Moore

TasNetworks

Peter Woods

Sydney Trains

Edward Gould

Qld Rail

Shaun Sly

Qld Rail

Kevin Spies

Ergon Energy / Energy Qld

Lindsay Baxter

ESITEK Consulting

Peter Fisher
Mario Gauci

Robert Foord

Desmond Jones

Trainer/Auditor

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

TAS

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

QLD

Technical Training Specialist

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

QLD

Manager

ESI TDR Sector

Subject Matter Expert

WA

Act Principal Assessor

Powerline Training

Managing Director

Get Solutions Rail

Managing Director

United Energy

Technical Training Officer

ESI TDR Sector
ESI TDR Sector
ESI TDR Sector
ESI TDR Sector
ESI TDR Sector

Employer
Employer
RTO

Subject Matter Expert
Employer

NSW
QLD
VIC

NSW/VIC

VIC

Western Power - Power
Training Services

Technical Trainer - Safety
Environment Quality & Training

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

WA

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

QLD

Joshua Jones

Transgrid

Technical Training Officer

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

Brett Lark

Endeavour Energy

Operations Manager Live Work

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

Jason Sullivan

Brett Nelson

Tony Flaherty
Martha
Esparon

PowerLink Qld

AusNet Services

Public Transport Authority
of WA
Consultant

Development and Compliance
Officer

Area Manager – North Vegetation
Management

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

VIC

Workplace Trainer and Assessor

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

WA

Vegetation Control Consultant

ESI TDR Sector

Subject Matter Expert

VIC

Anita Talberg

Clean Energy Council

Director Workforce Development

Cecile Alan

AusNet Services

Lynne Knop

TasNetworks

Training & Development
Consultant

Peak Industry Body

VIC

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

VIC

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

TAS

Leonie
FergusonMcLellan

Active Tree Services

Operations Training and
Development Manager

ESI TDR Sector

RTO

VIC

Belinda Tardini

DNA Training Solutions

Instructional Designer and
Training Developer

ESI TDR Sector

RTO

VIC

Steve Hayes

Interlink Training

ESI Training & Consulting
Pty Ltd

Manager

ESI TDR Sector

ESI TDR Sector

RTO

RTO

VIC

VIC

Transgrid
Ausgrid

Training Advisor

Employer

NSW

Tony Palladino

NSW Utilities & Electrotechnology ITAB

Training Delivery Manager

ESI TDR Sector

Executive Officer

Gavin Hunt

TAFE NSW

Ray Sanders

Sandcorp Pty Ltd (RTO)
Electricity Supply Industry

Head Teacher Electrical Trades
Granville

Rob McDowell
Rosa Fellowes
Geoffrey
Hodgson

Technical Competence Team
Leader

CEO

General & Training Manager

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

NSW

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Peak Industry Body

NSW

RTO

NSW

ESI TDR Sector

RTO

VIC

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Andrew
Loukopoulos
Yvonne Webb
Tim Roberts
Pam O’Neill

Gerard Coad

Mike Millard
Hurst

NECA Training

Operations Manager

Industry Skills Advisory
Council, NT

Industry Engagement Officer

Energy Skills Qld

Workforce Development and ExecESI TDR and
utive Liaison – Electrotechnology &
Electrotechnology
ICT
Sector

CitiPower, Powercor and
United Energy
TasNetworks
Western Power

Training Compliance Team Leader
Technical Standards & Practices
Team Leader
Training Delivery Team Leader

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

RTO

ESI TDR and
Electrotechnology
Sector

Peak Industry Body

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

ESI TDR Sector

Employer

ESI TDR Sector

Peak Industry Body

Employer

Summary of Feedback by Stakeholder type:

Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Industry Reference Committee (IRC)
Representatives

•

Peak Industry Bodies

•

UET30921 Certificate III in ESI – Very
Remote Community Utilities - Move
UETTDRIS35 to the core, adjusting the
packaging rules to reflect this change.
Reword the qualification description to
include ‘required to work on very remote
community utility power and water
industry systems’.

Actions Taken to Address Feedback

TAC Accepted

NSW
NT
QLD
VIC

TAS
WA

Employers (Non-IRC)

•

•
•

•

•
Regulators

•

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs)

•

UET305121 Certificate III in ESI Transmission Overhead - Units are more
simplified and directed more at the tasks
to be undertaken. Performance criteria is
simplified and generic across all units.
Irrelevant prerequisites have been
dropped and others added e.g. Rigging to
the Transmission units. Dropping of
weight points is practical as is selection of
electives from two different groups.
Deletion of duplicated units eliminates
ambiguity and repetition. Overall a more
streamlined qualification which is easy to
follow. Well done.

Dropping of weighting points - about time

UETDRDU016 Lay power cables Additional tasks, using cable pulling and
laying equipment are missing need to be
added. Clarify that excavation is not part of
the requirements.

TAC Accepted

UETDRTO007 Install and maintain
transmission structures and hardware Combine UETTDRTP26Y with
UETTDRTP27Y - like what was done
within the Distribution qualification units
of competency

TAC Accepted

UET30521 Certificate III in ESI Transmission Overhead - Propose to
increase the number of imported elective

Accepted – Added AVIW0006 and ICTWHS202

•

•

•

•

•

units to help modernise the qualification
and provide greater access to current
technologies.

Reduction of the number of electives
within the packaging rules, six units is too
many.

UET20321 Certificate II in ESI – Powerline
Vegetation Control - The certificate
generally looks good, the sooner we can
replace the existing with this the better!

Accepted – Elective units reduced to two

UETDRVC003 Control vegetation for
powerline work - An issue with existing
lineworkers carrying out tree work, they
will not hold the pre-requisite unit
requirements causing a barrier for them as
they will need to complete onerous
training or RPL just to get this unit.

The TAC reviewed UETTDRVC29 and after consideration kept
the prerequisite units, but also included a note at the beginning
of the unit. The note provides the following detail:

UETTDRDO003 Maintain energised high
voltage distribution overhead electrical
apparatus (stick) - Previous training and
assessment guidelines for this unit (Glove)
indicated the training and assessment is up

TAC Accepted – Maximum voltage was included in the
Knowledge Evidence

UETTDRDO004 Maintain energised high
voltage distribution overhead electrical
apparatus (glove and barrier) - Previous
training and assessment guidelines for this
unit (stick) indicated the training and
assessment is up to 33kV, or not exceeding
33kV. I noticed the new unit and
assessment 14Y makes no mention of
maximum voltage. As Gloving equipment is
only rated up to 33kV perhaps this should
still be included.

Note: Those holding an existing Certificate III ESI qualification or
equivalent meet the prerequisite unit requirements.
This should ensure that those workers who may not hold the
current qualifications are still able to complete the unit.

TAC Accepted – Maximum voltage was included in the
Knowledge Evidence

•

•

•

Training Boards/Other

•

to 33kV, or not exceeding 33kV. I noticed
the new unit and assessment 14Y makes
no mention of maximum voltage. As
Gloving equipment is only rated up to
33kV perhaps this should still be included.

UETDRIS017 Perform high voltage field
switching operation to a given schedule
and UETDRIS018 Perform low voltage field
switching operation to a given schedule Remove the Prerequisite UETDREL004
Operate plant and equipment in the
vicinity of live electrical apparatus from
UETDRIS017 and UETDRIS018.
UETDRVC011 Use specialised plant to cut
vegetation above ground in the vicinity of
live electrical apparatus - Request that
UETDRVC007 should be included as a
prerequisite for the above unit when the
unit allows cutting in vicinity of electrical
apparatus above ground. A mechanical
trimmer or Hedger is a very broad range.
when you concider Jarraff's, Skytrims, pole
saws are mechanical trimmers & garden
hedgers are mechanical hedgers.
Vegetation Control Units -Performance
Evidence and Knowledge Evidence
changes to align with industry practices
and terminology.

UETDRIS010 Install and maintain low
voltage overhead services - The proposed
ESI unit will affect the NSW Accredited
Service Provider (ASP) Scheme. The
additional units inserted in the

TAC agreed to remove from UETDRIS018.

The TAC left the prerequisite in UETDRIS017 noting that as the
switching will not occur in a substation it is more likely for this
unit to require the use of plant and equipment.

After consideration the TAC did not include UETDRVC007 as a
pre-requisite. They noted that the large equipment in
UETDRVC011 does not perform cutting techniques to the finesse
required within UETDRVC007.

The TAC reviewed the list and agreed to adjust Performance and
Knowledge Evidence as required.

The TAC removed the three pre-requisite Units of Competency
that were the barrier for ASP Scheme users and added more
skills and knowledge into UETDRIS010 for safety purposes.

•

State and Territory Training Authorities
(STAs)

•

Unions

•

Please add other categories as appropriate

•

prerequisite chain will pose huge issues for
Electricians getting qualified to undertake
ASP work in NSW. The currently available
pathway has been removed.
UETDREL003 Identify and apply controls
for alternate supplies on the distribution
network - The PC, PE and Knowledge the
prerequisite units will not supply the
underpinning cognitive requirements for
this Unit. To understand the stated content
would require further electrical theory
knowledge applicable to the content.

After consideration, the TAC incorporated a further seven units
as prerequisites to ensure that the required knowledge and skills
were held by the recipient before commencing the unit.

Summary of Issues raised during stakeholder consultation
Issue raised

Key Feedback Points

UET20321 Certificate II in ESI –
Powerline Vegetation Control

•

UET30521 Certificate III in ESI Transmission Overhead

•

The certificate generally looks good, the sooner
we can replace the existing with this the
better!
Units are more simplified and directed more at
the tasks to be undertaken. Performance
criteria is simplified and generic across all
units. Irrelevant prerequisites have been
dropped and others added e.g. Rigging to the
Transmission units. Dropping of weight points
is practical as is selection of electives from 2
different groups. Deletion of duplicated units

Actions Taken to Address Feedback

•
•

•

UET30921 Certificate III in ESI –
Very Remote Community Utilities

•

UETDREL003 Identify and apply
controls for alternate supplies on
the distribution network

•

UETDRDU016 Lay power cables

•

UETDRIS010 Install and maintain
low voltage overhead services

•

eliminates ambiguity and repetition. Overall a
more streamlined qualification which is easy to
follow. Well done
Dropping of weighting points - about time

Propose to increase the number of imported
elective units to help modernise the
qualification and provide greater access to
current technologies.
Reduction of the number of electives within
the packaging rules, six units is too many.

TAC Accepted – Added AVIW0006 and ICTWHS202

TAC Accepted – Elective units reduced to two

Move UETTDRIS35 to the core, adjusting the
packaging rules to reflect this change. Reword
the qualification description to include
‘required to work on very remote community
utility power and water industry systems’.

TAC Accepted

Additional tasks, using cable pulling and laying
equipment are missing need to be added.
Clarify that excavation is not part of the
requirements.

Accepted

The PC, PE and Knowledge the prerequisite
units will not supply the underpinning
cognitive requirements for this Unit. To
understand the stated content would require
further electrical theory knowledge applicable
to the content.

After consideration, the TAC incorporated a further seven units as
prerequisites to ensure that the required knowledge and skills were
held by the recipient before commencing the unit.

The TAC removed the three pre-requisite Units of Competency that
The proposed ESI unit will affect the NSW
Accredited Service Provider (ASP) Scheme. The were the barrier for ASP Scheme users and added more skills and
knowledge into UETDRIS010 for safety purposes.
additional units inserted in the prerequisite
chain will pose huge issues for Electricians
getting qualified to undertake ASP work in

UETDRVC003 Control vegetation
for powerline work

•

UETTDRDO004 Maintain
energised high voltage
distribution overhead electrical
apparatus (glove and barrier)

•

UETTDRDO003 Maintain
energised high voltage
distribution overhead electrical
apparatus (stick)

•

UETDRTO007 Install and
maintain transmission structures
and hardware

•

UETDRIS017 Perform high
voltage field switching operation
to a given schedule

•

and

NSW. The currently available pathway has
been removed.

An issue with existing lineworkers carrying out
tree work, they will not hold the pre-requisite
unit requirements causing a barrier for them
as they will need to complete onerous training
or RPL just to get this unit.

The TAC reviewed UETTDRVC29 and after consideration kept the
prerequisite units, but also included a note at the beginning of the
unit. The note provides the following detail:
Note: Those holding an existing Certificate III ESI qualification or
equivalent meet the prerequisite unit requirements.

This should ensure that those workers who may not hold the current
qualifications are still able to complete the unit.

Accepted – Maximum voltage was included in the Knowledge Evidence
Previous training and assessment guidelines
for this unit (stick) indicated the training and
assessment is up to 33kV, or not exceeding
33kV. I noticed the new unit and assessment
14Y makes no mention of maximum voltage. As
Gloving equipment is only rated up to 33kV
perhaps this should still be included.
Accepted – Maximum voltage was included in the Knowledge Evidence
Previous training and assessment guidelines
for this unit (Glove) indicated the training and
assessment is up to 33kV, or not exceeding
33kV. I noticed the new unit and assessment
14Y makes no mention of maximum voltage. As
Gloving equipment is only rated up to 33kV
perhaps this should still be included.
Combine UETTDRTP26Y with UETTDRTP27Y like what was done within the Distribution
qualification units of competency

Remove the Prerequisite UETDREL004
Operate plant and equipment in the vicinity of
live electrical apparatus from UETDRIS017 and
UETDRIS018.

TAC Accepted

TAC agreed to remove from UETDRIS018.

UETDRIS018 Perform low
voltage field switching operation
to a given schedule
UETDRVC011 Use specialised
plant to cut vegetation above
ground in the vicinity of live
electrical apparatus

•

Vegetation Control Units

•

Request that UETDRVC007 should be included
as a prerequisite for the above unit when the
unit allows cutting in vicinity of electrical
apparatus above ground. A mechanical
trimmer or Hedger is a very broad range. when
you concider Jarraff's, Skytrims, pole saws are
mechanical trimmers & garden hedgers are
mechanical hedgers.
Performance Evidence and Knowledge
Evidence changes to align with industry
practices and terminology.

The TAC left the prerequisite in UETDRIS017 noting that as the
switching will not occur in a substation it is more likely for this unit to
require the use of plant and equipment.
After consideration the TAC did not include UETDRVC007 as a prerequisite. They noted that the large equipment in UETDRVC011 does
not perform cutting techniques to the finesse required within
UETDRVC007.

The TAC reviewed the list and agreed to adjust Performance and
Knowledge Evidence as required.

Attachment D: Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Products
Please set out in the table below training products which include a mandatory workplace requirement (i.e. which must be completed in a workplace)
Code/title

Description of the
Requirement
(e.g. work placement,
assessment requirement)

Rationale for Inclusion

No Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Package product
developed

Evidence of employer support

Attachment E: No enrolment and low enrolment training products
No Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had no enrolments over the past three years for which data is available
Units of Competency

Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UETTDRIS81 Install telecommunications
infrastructure on electricity supply industry
assets

Deletion

Industry uses the ICT Training Package for telecommunications units
as evidenced by the unit having had no enrolments and no Registered
Training Organisations having it on scope to deliver.
Qualifications

A separate process was completed with the IRC at the direction of the
AISC for deletion of Units of Competency with no enrolments.

Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UET20519 Certificate II in National
Broadband Network Cabling (Electricity
Supply Industry Assets)

Deletion

Industry uses the ICT Training Package for telecommunications
qualifications as evidenced by the qualification having had no
enrolments and no Registered Training Organisations having it on
scope to deliver.

A separate process was completed with the IRC at the direction of the
AISC for deletion of Qualifications with no enrolments.

Low Enrolment:

Please set out in the table below those training products that have had low enrolments over the past three years for which data is available 1
Units of Competency

Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

Low enrolment training products are qualifications or units of competency that have had less than 42 enrolments in each of the past three years (this is the maximum no. of
enrolments for the bottom 25% of qualifications based on average enrolments over 2016 - 2018)

1

NIL
Qualifications
Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

A separate process is currently underway with the IRC for reviewing
content with low enrolments.

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

NIL

A separate process is currently underway with the IRC for reviewing
content with low enrolments.

Attachment F: Quality assurance reports

Quality Report

Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training
Package (Release 2.0)

Number of new qualifications and their titles 1
Number of revised qualifications and their titles

Nil
Fourteen revised qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

UET20321 Certificate II in ESI -Powerline
Vegetation Control
UET20421 Certificate II in Transmission
Structure and Line Assembly
UET20621 Certificate II in ESI -Asset Inspection and Testing
UET30521 Certificate III in ESI -Transmission Overhead
UET30621 Certificate III in ESI -Distribution Overhead
UET30721 Certificate III in ESI -Rail Traction
UET30821 Certificate III in ESI -Distribution Underground
UET30921 Certificate III in ESI -Very Remote Community Utilities
UET40421 Certificate IV in ESI -Network
Systems
UET40521 Certificate IV in ESI -Power
Systems Substations
UET40621 Certificate IV in ESI -Power
Systems Network In-frastructure
UET50221 Diploma of ESI -Power Systems
UET50321 Diploma of ESI -Power Systems
Operations
UET60221 Advanced Diploma of ESI Power Systems

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.

Information required

Detail

Number of new units of competency and their titles

Six new units of competency:
UETDRAI002 Inspect poles, hardware and
electrical apparatus
• UETDRAI004 Treat poles
• UETDRDU002 Inspect underground electrical apparatus
• UETDRDU007 Install and maintain underground public lighting
• UETDREL003 Identify and apply controls
for alternate supplies on the distribution
network
• UETDRVC001 Apply work health and
safety requirements for powerline vegetation control
One hundred and fifty-six (156) revised units of
competency:`
•

Number of revised units of competency and their
titles

•
Confirmation that the panel member is independent of:
• the Training Package or Training Package
components review (‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
• development and/or validation activities associated with the Case for Endorsement
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
• undertaking the Equity and/or Editorial Reports for the training package products that
are the subject of this quality report (‘Yes’ or
‘No’)
Confirmation of the Training Packages or components thereof being compliant with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Confirmation of the Training Packages or components thereof being compliant with the Training
Package Products Policy
Confirmation of the Training Packages or components thereof being compliant with the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy

Refer to Attachment A

I confirm through affirmation:
Yes
Yes
Yes

These Training Package components are compliant with the Standards for Training Packages
2012.
This Training Package and its component parts
are compliant with the Training Package Products
Policy.
These Training Package components are compliant with the Training Package Development and
Endorsement Process Policy.

Information required

Detail

Panel member’s view about whether:
• the evidence of consultation and validation
process being fit for purpose and commensurate with the scope
• estimated impact of the proposed changes is
sufficient and convincing

As evidenced by the Case for Endorsement (CfE),
and the associated appendices, consultation was
sufficient and specific to the project. The Technical Advisory Committee was nationally representative of a broad cross-section of stakeholders.
The CfE convincingly outlines the reasons for the
addition of the new units, revision of existing
units and the deletion of some superfluous and
unnecessary units.
The impact of these additions and editions are
also clear.
There are no exception reports to the consultation findings and the level of industry support is
evident by the numbers and status of those involved in the consultation process.

Name of panel member completing Quality Report
Date of completion of the Quality Report

The reviewer notes that an extension was sought
to ensure sufficient technical expertise was available and to cope with COVID-19 impacts.
Terry Smith
19th April, 2021

Section 2 – Compliance with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Standards for Training Packages

Standard met
‘yes’ or ‘no’

Standard 1

Yes

Training Packages consist of the following:
1. AISC endorsed components:
• qualifications
• units of competency
• assessment requirements (associated with each unit of competency)
• credit arrangements
2. One or more quality assured companion volumes (CVIG)

Evidence supporting the statement of
compliance or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and editorial
reports)
I confirm that:
• units of competency
• assessment requirements
(associated with each unit of
competency) and
• the UET Training Package CVIG
are all evident, compliant and suitable.

Standards for Training Packages

Standard met
‘yes’ or ‘no’

Standard 2

Yes

Training Package developers comply with
the Training Package Products Policy
Standard 3

Yes

Training Package developers comply with
the AISC Training Package Development and
Endorsement Process Policy
Standard 4

Yes

Units of competency specify the standards
of performance required in the workplace

Evidence supporting the statement of
compliance or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and editorial
reports)
The Training Package developers have
complied with the Training Package
Products Policy. All conditions have
been met.
The Training Package developers
have complied with the AISC Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy in all aspects:
consultation; development; and
compliance.
The standards of performance required in the workplace are specified
in the unit of competency. They are
clearly written in plain English.
The standard of performance and associated benchmarks are evident. Of
particular note is the use of specific
work and sector requirements and the
impacts of safety, licensing and regulatory requirements as benchmarks of
performance.
The elements and associated performance criteria are clear and logically
sequenced.

Standard 5
The structure of units of competency complies with the unit of competency template

The units are well structured and easy
to understand and apply.
Yes

The structure meets the specified
template requirements.
I note the equity and editorial reports
and concur overall with their findings.
In reviewing I can confirm that the
Foundation Skills are explicit and embedded in the performance criteria
throughout all units. This was proven
through analysis against the ASQA resource Trigger Words for Foundation
Skills.
The unit titles are correct and unit applications are clear, including provision
of context.

Standards for Training Packages

Standard met
‘yes’ or ‘no’

Standard 6

Yes

Assessment requirements specify the evidence and required conditions for assessment

Standard 7
Every unit of competency has associated assessment requirements. The structure of assessment requirements complies with the
assessment requirements template

Evidence supporting the statement of
compliance or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and editorial
reports)
Assessment requirements are clear as
are the conditions for assessment.
Performance evidence is specifically
related to performance and is a clear
and concise summary of the unit’s
performance requirements. Where
particular skills must be performed
amidst a range of others these are
defined by the use of an Asterix
which signifies that this skill is a must
do amongst several others.

Yes

Knowledge evidence is clearly related and specifically linked to the
performance criteria of the unit. All
components are clear, readily understandable and logical.
All units have associated assessment
requirements.
The assessment requirements comply with the relevant and specified
template.

Standards for Training Packages

Standard met
‘yes’ or ‘no’

Standard 8

N/A

Qualifications comply with the Australian
Qualifications Framework specification for
that qualification type

Evidence supporting the statement of
compliance or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and editorial
reports)
There are no new qualifications.
Fourteen qualifications were revised
to include the new or revised units
associated with this training package
revision. No change was made to
their existing structure, so they remain compliant.
All qualifications comply with the
Australian Qualifications Framework
specification for the qualification
type.
It is noted that some qualifications
require weighting points between
elective bands to be met while other
specify electives and allowable
groupings of electives. Both styles of
qualifications structures are compliant.
This structure of the information
for the AQF qualifications is compliant within the template.

Standard 9

N/A

The structure of the information for the
Australian Qualifications Framework qualification complies with the qualification template
Standard 10

N/A

Credit arrangements existing between
Training Package qualifications and Higher
Education qualifications are listed in a format that complies with the credit arrangements template
Standard 11

There are currently no credit arrangements in place for this training
package.

Yes

A Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) exists and provides
clear and useful information. It also
includes clear guidance on the context of the range of job role environment applications and qualification
pathways in appendix form and has
useful advice for implementers and
educators.

Yes

The UET CVIG is complemented by
appendices providing supplementary
information. This also makes the information easier to access.

A quality assured companion volume implementation guide produced by the Training
Package developer is available at the time
of endorsement and complies with the companion volume implementation guide template.

Standard 12
Training Package developers produce other
quality assured companion volumes to
meet the needs of their stakeholders as required.

Section 3 – Compliance with the training package quality principles
Note: not all training package quality principles might be applicable to every training package or its components. Please provide a
supporting statement/evidence of compliance or non-compliance against each principle.

Quality principle 1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes
Key features

Driven by industry’s needs

Quality
principle is
met: Yes /
No or N/A

Yes

Evidence demonstrating compliance/non-compliance with the quality principle
Please see examples of evidence in the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy
The revised units and new units appear to meet
industry requirements and comprehensively
cover specific emerging skills in the automated
power systems, new technologies, renewable energy space and safety and regulatory requirements.
As stated in the CfE:
The training products address changes to the
skills needs of the industry resulting from increased automation of power systems, new technologies, renewable power sources, current industry practices and increased regulatory and
safety requirements.
The consultation and development associated
with the development of this unit ensures that
it has been driven by industry’s needs and expectations.

Compliant and responds to government policy initiatives
Training package component
responds to the COAG Industry and
Skills Council’s (CISC) training package-related initiatives or directions,
in particular the 2015 training
package reforms. Please specify
which of the following CISC reforms
are relevant to the training product
and identify supporting evidence:
• ensure obsolete and superfluous
qualifications are removed from
the system
•

ensure that more information
about industry’s expectations of
training delivery is available to

Yes

The use of specialisations within qualifications
and of alternate pre-requisite pathways for units
allows for a range of workers to access the required competency or qualification if transitioning or expanding their role. The specialisation
through elective streams with collective core
units and an expanded skill set approach allows
for workers to add to their existing qualification
base and have flexibility within and across sectors.
Relevant skill sets have been revised and developed which improves accessibility and portability.
The CVIG contains detailed information about industry’s expectations of training delivery. The
CVIG is accessible, and readily available, to training providers to improve their delivery approach

training providers to improve
their delivery and to consumers
to enable more informed course
choices
•

•

•

and to consumers to enable more informed
course choices.
Obsolete and superfluous units were identified in
the early stages of the review and have been deleted.

ensure that the training system
better supports individuals to
move easily from one related occupation to another

The CIVIG provides clear instruction on delivery
expectations, implementation and the mapping
of old to new and revised units as well as advice
on equivalences.

improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating units
that can be owned and used by
multiple industry sectors

Cross-industry units are used where appropriate
in the core units and are allowable as electives
within industry limits.

foster greater recognition of skill
sets

A number of qualifications allow for specialisations within the 2 main roles in UET namely:
•
•

Electrical workers (Powerlines)
Non-electrical (underground operations
such as Telstra or the NBN)

Skills sets are used effectively.
Reflect contemporary work organisation and job profiles incorporating a future orientation

Yes

The revised and new units are future oriented
and take account of emerging and current technologies, processes and techniques. Nothing in
the language excludes future application.
The CVIG also provides critical information on
job/role environment contexts.

Quality principle 2: Support portability of skills and competencies including reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements
Key features

Support movement of skills within
and across organisations and sectors

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

As mentioned in the Equity Report pre-requisite
units in many cases offer the completion of a specific unit that builds on other units required for the
job role within an organisation or sector.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy

Skill sets offer the opportunity to gain an additional specialisation relevant to the organisational
or sector role.
The Range of Conditions generic statement allows
for “essential operating conditions and any other
variables essential to the work environment’.
This Range of Conditions is then provided in the
Companion Volume to give context.
Units specify in the Performance Criteria and
within the Performance and Knowledge Evidence
requirements where regulations and compliance
within a work, organisational and/or sector specific
context must be met in benchmarking acceptable
levels of performance.
At the qualification level, flexibility is demonstrated in the qualification packaging rules within a
number of qualifications which provide for specific
job roles specialisations.
Promote national and international
portability

N/A

The units and associated qualifications address
specific skills that require intricate and sophisticated technical competency with a high degree of
identified risk and therefore associated safety requirements. Where those skills are transferrable to
another area then this is addressed through the
use of pre-requisite units and pre-requisite pathways for different occupations when a specific unit
is needed. The qualifications align with the AQF
and as such they promote national and international portability. National consultation has ensured that the units are applicable to a range of
different work settings and sector applications.

Key features

Reflect regulatory requirements and
licensing

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

The licensing and regulatory requirements where
relevant, which is in most cases, are mentioned
specifically and the broader state and territory legislative requirements are also mentioned in the
context of what may be required.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy

Quality principle 3: Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core job-specific
skills required for job roles as identified by industry
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Reflect national consensus

Yes

The CfE clearly demonstrates the wide national
consultation that occurred and the associated national consensus. There were no dissenting views
expressed.

Recognise convergence and connectivity of skills

Yes

The use of collective core units for a range of role
specialisations allows for convergence and connectivity of skills and allows for portability and convergence throughout careers in UET.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy

Quality principle 4: Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces
Key features

Meet the diversity of individual and
employer needs

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

The CfE highlights how all relevant sectors and industry
representatives were widely consulted and their needs
and views incorporated into the development and revision
of these units and the need to replace existing and embed
new within the existing relevant the qualifications and skill
sets.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

A broad range of work and sector contexts are covered.

Key features

Support equitable access and progression of learners

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

The units are written in plain English and simple phrasing.
Assessment and context is clear.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

VET in Schools Pathways exists for secondary students at
Certificate II level. As noted in the equity report, qualifications at AQF 2 level do not include prerequisites for the
higher-level qualifications. This therefore which allows for
easy access. Three qualifications have been suggested as
suitable for VET in Schools.
The pathways outlined in the CVIG also highlight the progression and pathways available.

Quality principle 5: Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement
between the school, vocational education and higher education sectors
Key features

Support learner transition between
education sectors

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

The unit and the associated qualification are well structured
and fit with the existing VET in schools pathways, outlined in
the CVIG.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

As mentioned previously there are no higher education arrangements.

Quality principle 6: Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple,
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements
Key features

Support implementation across a
range of settings

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

The new and revised units cover a range of occupational
groupings and job classifications within UET.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Support sound assessment practice

Yes

The depth and breadth of assessment is consistent and
clear.
Assessment conditions and outcomes are clearly outlined as
is the volume of assessment required and any specific skills
that must be seen where options are provided. The assessment requirements are written in language that is readily
understandable to someone with the technical know-how,
know-what, and know-why to assess or demonstrate competence.

Support implementation

Yes

The product is compliant with TGA/National Register requirements for publication. The CVIG provides clear advice
about unit application and context.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

Editorial Report
1. Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package
(Release 2.0)

Number of new qualifications
and their titles 1

NA

Number of revised qualifications and their titles

Fourteen (14) Revised qualifications
UET20321

Certificate II in ESI - Powerline Vegetation Control

UET20621

Certificate II in ESI - Asset Inspection and Testing

UET20421
UET30521
UET30621
UET30721
UET30821
UET30921
UET40421
UET40521
UET40621
UET50221

Number of new units of competency and their titles

UET50321

Certificate III in ESI - Distribution Overhead
Certificate III in ESI - Rail Traction

Certificate III in ESI - Distribution Underground

Certificate III in ESI - Very Remote Community Utilities
Certificate IV in ESI - Network Systems

Certificate IV in ESI - Power Systems Substations

Certificate IV in ESI - Power Systems Network Infrastructure
Diploma of ESI - Power Systems

Diploma of ESI - Power Systems Operations

UETDRAI002

Inspect poles, hardware and electrical apparatus

UETDRDU002

Inspect underground electrical apparatus

UETDRAI004

UETDREL003

1

Certificate III in ESI - Transmission Overhead

UET60221
Advanced Diploma of ESI - Power Systems
Six (6) new unit of competency:

UETDRDU007

Number of revised units of competency and their titles

Certificate II in Transmission Structure and Line Assembly

UETDRVC001

Treat poles

Install and maintain underground public lighting

Identify and apply controls for alternate supplies on
the distribution network

Apply work health and safety requirements for powerline vegetation control
One hundred and fifty-six (156) revised units of competency.
Refer to Attachment A

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attachment.

Confirmation that the draft
training package components
are publication-ready
Is the Editorial Report prepared
by a member of the Quality Assurance Panel? If ‘yes’ please
provide a name.
Date of completion of the report

The draft Training Package components will be publication ready once uploaded onto training.gov.au
Yes. Trish Gamper (Gamper Consulting Services)
11 April 2021

2. Content and structure
Units of competency
Editorial requirements

Comments

Standard 5:
• The structure of units of competency complies with
the unit of competency template.

Qualifications

The structure of the units of competency complies
with the unit of competency template and contains
all necessary requirements.
The structure of the assessment requirements
complies with the assessment requirements template.
Performance and knowledge evidence contain adequate frequency and/or volume of evidence required, and the assessment conditions outline conditions for assessment and details relevant equipment and resources required.

Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

Standard 9:
• The structure of the information for qualifications
complies with the qualification template.

The structure of the information for the qualifications complies with the qualifications template.
While a number of qualifications have been updated to remove the points-based weighting there
are still a number of qualifications that use this
system.
No credit arrangements currently exist between
the UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector
Training Package qualifications and higher education qualifications.

Standard 7:
• The structure of assessment requirements complies
with the assessment requirements template.

Standard 10:
• Credit arrangements existing between Training
Package qualifications and Higher Education qualifications are listed in a format that complies with the
credit arrangements template.

Companion Volumes
Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

Standard 11:
• A quality assured companion volume implementation guide is available and complies with the companion volume implementation guide template.

Australian Industry Standards (AIS) provided a
Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG)
for editing which complies with the CVIG template.
The CVIG has been quality assured in accordance
with AIS internal processes.

3.

Proofreading

Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

•

The unit codes and titles were cross-referenced
throughout the draft components, including packaging rules, CVIG and the Case for Endorsement.
It was identified that a number of reviewed UET
Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training Package prerequisite units were not packaged
within the qualifications.
Qualifications also contain a mix of updated and
non-updated UEE Electrotechnology Training
Package units, both packaged and perquisite. It
was confirmed that not all current UEE Electrotechnology Training Package units were incorporated, and this will be addressed in the next revision.
The units of competency were provided in full.

Unit codes and titles and qualification codes and
titles are accurately cross-referenced throughout
the training package product(s) including mapping
information and packaging rules, and in the companion volume implementation guide.

Units of competency and their content are presented in full.
• The author of the Editorial Report is satisfied with
the quality of the training products, specifically with
regard to:
o absence of spelling, grammatical and typing mistakes
o consistency of language and formatting
o logical structure and presentation of the document.
o compliance with the required templates
•

The units of competency were reviewed for:
• spelling, grammatical and typing errors
• consistency of language and formatting
• structure and presentation
• compliance with required templates.
Minor edits were marked up using track changes
and forwarded to AIS before a final review of the
unit of competency.
I am satisfied with the quality of the Training
Package component with regard to the above
points.

Equity Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required
Training Package title and code

UET Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector Training
Package
(Release 2.0)

Number of new qualifications and their titles

NA

Number of revised qualifications and their
titles

Fourteen (14) revised qualification:
UET20321

UET20421
Assembly
UET20621

UET30521

UET30621

UET30721

UET30821

UET30921
Utilities
UET40421

Certificate II in ESI - Powerline Vegetation Control

Certificate II in Transmission Structure and Line

Certificate II in ESI - Asset Inspection and Testing

Certificate III in ESI - Transmission Overhead

Certificate III in ESI - Distribution Overhead

Certificate III in ESI - Rail Traction

Certificate III in ESI - Distribution Underground

Certificate III in ESI - Very Remote Community

Certificate IV in ESI - Network Systems

UET40521

Certificate IV in ESI - Power Systems Substations

UET50221

Diploma of ESI - Power Systems

UET40621 Certificate IV in ESI - Power Systems Network Infrastructure
UET50321

Number of new units of competency and
their titles

UET60221

Diploma of ESI - Power Systems Operations

Advanced Diploma of ESI - Power Systems

Six (6) new units of competency:

UETDRAI002 Inspect poles, hardware and electrical apparatus
UETDRAI004 Treat poles

UETDRDU002 Inspect underground electrical apparatus

UETDRDU007 Install and maintain underground public lighting
UETDREL003 Identify and apply controls for alternate supplies on the distribution network

UETDRVC001 Apply work health and safety requirements for
powerline vegetation control

Information required
Number of revised units of competency and
their titles 1

One hundred and fifty-six (156) revised units of competency.

Confirmation that the draft training package
components meet the requirements in Section 2 Equity checklist of draft training package components

It is the view of the equity reviewer that the training package
developer has met the requirements in Section 2 Equity checklist of draft training package components.

Is the Equity Report prepared by a member
of the Quality Assurance Panel? If ‘yes’
please provide the name.

•

Refer to Attachment A

No2 - Equity report writer is not a member of the QA
panel. Completed by Paschal Somers AIS

As per 13.3 of the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy, Paschal Somers is an independent SSO
specified person with the required expertise to undertake this
Equity review.
Experience and Credentials

2018 - Present: Australian Industry Standards

Industry Skills Manager at Australian Industry Standards working with industry stakeholders and leaders to ensure Training
Packages are contemporary, future-focused and aligned with
industry needs.
2009 – 2017: RMIT Program Coordinator/Teacher School of
Education:
•

Managing the academic administration requirements
from enrolment to certification for teaching programs
in line with University policies and procedures and
statutory requirements. This included the assessment
and analysis of student applications and LLN assessments
• Teacher in Cert IV TAE and Diploma of VET
Demonstrated understanding of vocational education and
training:
•

2016- 17 Consultant to Federation University Australia as a Senior Educator. Provision of educational
advice and support to VET teaching staff, including
University Faculties and Vocational teaching departments in ASQA re-registration audit.
Details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships:
•
•
•

Date of completion of the report
1

Master of Education (Monash University)
Diploma of Vocational Education and Training
Certificate IV Training and Assessment.

14 April 2021

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
Person that is not a member of the Training Package Quality Assurance Panel is required to provide to the SSO information demonstrating
experience in analysis of equity issues in the training or educational context; demonstrated understanding of vocational education and training;
and details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships.

2

Section 2 – Equity checklist of draft training package components
Equity requirements

The training package component(s) comply with
Standard 2 of the Standards for Training Packages 2012. The standard requires compliance
with the Training Package Products Policy, specifically with the access and equity requirements:
• Training Package developers must meet their
obligations under Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation and associated standards and regulations.
• Training Package developers must ensure that
Training Packages are flexible and that they
provide guidance and recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments in implementation.

Equity reviewer comments

Provide brief commentary on whether the draft endorsed
components meet each of the equity requirements

It is the view of the equity reviewer that the training package developer has complied with the training package
products policy.

In addition, Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation
and associated standards and regulations have been upheld by the training package developer. Australia's federal
anti-discrimination laws have been maintained through
appropriate use of language and reference in the product
development. These are contained in the following legislation:
• Age Discrimination Act 2004
• Disability Discrimination Act 1992
• Racial Discrimination Act 1975
• Sex Discrimination Act 1984
It is the view of the equity reviewer that flexibility and the
provision of guidance and recommendations to enable
reasonable adjustment has been met in the development.

The Access and Equity section of the CVIG provides practical general information on reasonable adjustments.

Examples were sighted in the Assessment Conditions
where the needs of the LLN needs of candidate are considered.
Flexibility and reasonable adjustment are supported
through a standard statement in the Assessment Conditions specifically regarding the Principles of Assessment
which supports reasonable adjustment:

‘Assessment must satisfy the Principles of Assessment
and Rules of Evidence and all regulatory requirements included within the Standards for Registered
Training Organisations current at the time of assessment.’

This stipulates that assessments must be adjusted appropriately taking into consideration the additional needs of
the student in both training and assessment.

Section 3 - Training Package Quality Principles

Quality Principle 4
Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles
and workplaces.
Key features
Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable access and
progression of learners?
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements are clearly
written and have consistent breadth and depth so that they support implementation across a range of settings?

Are there other examples that demonstrate how the key features of flexibility are being achieved?

Equity requirements

1. What evidence demonstrates that the draft
components provide flexible qualifications/units
of competency that enable application in different contexts?’

Equity reviewer comments

Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable access and progression of learners?
A number of Qualifications include specialisations in addition to choices in pre-requisite units to meet the
knowledge and skills requirements of the two main roles
in UET:
•
•

Electrical workers (Powerlines)
Non-electrical (underground operations such as
Telstra or the NBN)
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements
are clearly written and have consistent breadth and
depth so that they support implementation across a
range of settings?
Units of competency are clearly written with specific industry application in a range of industry contexts including:
•

performance criteria (PCs) which support regular
communication with relevant personnel
• a format of competency design that supports a
‘Plan, do, review/document’ process. This provides and easy to follow structure for workplace
operations and RTO training/assessment
• sufficient detail in the performance criteria to
support logical workflow and implementation
with Element one in the units supporting safe
work practice implementation
• language in each section of the units and assessment requirements are at the appropriate level
for those operating in the industry with minimal
complex or ambiguous technical jargon
• PCs relate well to the elements and support consistent work processes
Are there other examples that demonstrate how the
key features of flexibility are being achieved?
Pre-requisite units in many cases offer the completion of a
specific unit(s) in addition to another unit(s) OR alternate
unit(s).

The Range of Conditions generic statement allows for “essential operating conditions and any other variables essential to the work environment’. Range of Conditions information is provided in the Companion Volume.
At qualification level, flexibility is demonstrated in the
qualification packaging rules of a number of qualifications
which provide for specific job roles in specialisations for
example:
UET20421 Certificate II in Transmission Structure and Line Assembly

Equity requirements

2. Is there evidence of multiple entry and exit
points?

3. Have prerequisite units of competency been
minimised where possible?

4. Are there other examples of evidence that
demonstrate how the key features of the flexibility principle are being achieved?

Equity reviewer comments

The pathway advice in the CVIG provides information on
the student progression from VET in Schools through the
AQF levels to further education and careers in the industry. Qualifications at AQF 2 level are not prerequisites for
the higher-level qualifications which allows for easy access and three qualifications are suggested for example as
suitable for VET in Schools.

The developer through the IRC and the TAC have been
proactive in minimising the level of pre-requisite units and
weighting points.

The pre-requisite chains, whilst still prevalent, have been
reduced or removed altogether for example UETDRDU016
Lay power cables. This was done through careful job analysis on what is completed on the job currently and determine the actual need for them in this case.

The packaging rules of the qualifications support flexibility through a statement allowing for a number of elective
units that “may be selected, with appropriate contextualisation, from any relevant nationally endorsed Training Package provided selected units contribute to the vocational outcome of the qualification.”
Further flexibility is included in the portion of units that
can be sourced from within the qualification itself.

Quality Principle 5

Other flexible structures such as in the Application section
where ‘Those undertaking this unit would work autonomously, usually with supervisory responsibilities, while performing complex tasks in a range of contexts.’ This offers
the learner/employee the potential for development in
these roles in a range of transferrable areas.

Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational
education and higher education sectors.
Key features
Support learner transition between education sectors.

Equity requirements

1. What evidence demonstrates pathways from entry and preparatory level as appropriate to facilitate movement between schools and VET, from entry level into work, and between VET and higher
education qualifications?

Equity reviewer comments

Learner transition between education sectors is facilitated
via VET qualifications. The key transition is provided via
qualifications ranging from operational level to skilled
and/or specialised areas, within the Industry.
Information and links are provided in the pathways section of the CVIG to support this principle.

Quality Principle 6
Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements.
Key features
Support implementation across a range of settings and support sound assessment practices.

Equity requirements

1. Does the Companion Volume Implementation
Guide include advice about:
• Pathways
• Access and equity
• Foundation skills?
(see Training Package Standard 11)

2. Are the foundation skills explicit and recognisable within the training package and do they reflect
and not exceed the foundation skills required in
the workplace?

Equity reviewer comments

The reviewer has cited the Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) and it includes advice about:
• Pathways
• Access and equity
• Foundation skills
Inside the products viewed, simple, concise language
and clear articulation of assessment requirements is
consistently present.

Assessment processes can be across a range of settings
and the support of sound assessment practices is ensured in the structure of the language.

Foundation skills are identifiable at a unit of competency
level in the qualification reviewed.
ACSF skills can be analysed by education staff to identify
what the foundation skills are and use in the implementation of training and assessment to support learners.

Attachment G: Letters of support

Bruce Bennett
ArbTrack Australia
13/17 -23 Keppel Drive Hallam
3806
9 May 2021
Martha Esparon

Dear Martha
Re: Finalisation of the UET release 2.0
I would hereby like to express how eagerly we await the release of this updated qualification. All
who have been involved in the delivery of the current release are aware that the content of many
individual units contain irrelevant elements and several that are duplicated across multiple units.
These duplications go far beyond “embedding” important but tenuously relevant knowledge. We
find that in order to be true to compliance while delivering these units, we are delivering many
elements across multiple units, often in confusing and inappropriate context.
Having reviewed several of the units in the proposed release, I am confident that we can deliver this
qualification as a more streamlined and learner friendly package.
Martha, it would be appreciated if you would express to the responsible authority just how eagerly
our industry awaits this release.

Yours sincerely
Bruce Bennett

14/04/2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL
(ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE and UEE ELECTROTECHNOLOGY TRAINING
PACKAGE – Letter of Support
ECA WA has contributed to the development of the Renewable Technologies Project which
is to be included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and UEE Training Package
Release 3.0 and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR Industry Reference
Committee (IRC) and Electrotechnology IRC respectively for the next stage of endorsement.
It is confirmed ECA WA participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the
development of a new Skill Set and Units of Competency in following Training Packages:
•

Two units and a Skill Set for the Electrotechnology Training Package with a focus on
safe work requirements for the rooftop solar industry and the identification and
isolation of multiple supply systems.

•

One unit for the ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail Training Package ensuring
safety requirements and identification and application of control measures for
alternate supplies on the distribution network.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will support further workforce
development with Renewable Technologies.
Yours sincerely

Carl Copeland
CEO
ECA WA

7 April 2021

Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE and UEE ELECTROTECHNOLOGY TRAINING PACKAGE
– Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Renewable Technologies Project which
is to be included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and UEE Training Package Release 3.0 and
recommends the products go to the ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) and
Electrotechnology IRC respectively for the next stage of endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the development of
development of a new Skill Set and Units of Competency in following Training Packages:
•

Two units and a Skill Set for the Electrotechnology Training Package with a focus on safe
work requirements for the rooftop solar industry and the identification and isolation of
multiple supply systems

•

One unit for the ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail Training Package ensuring safety
requirements and identification and application of control measures for alternate supplies
on the distribution network.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will support further workforce
development with Renewable Technologies.

Yours sincerely

David Morrison
Manager Technical Training (RTO CEO)
Endeavour Energy

Unit 9/202 Camboon Road, Malaga WA 6914
PO Box 520 Balcatta 6914
Telephone (08) 92093833
Energy Skills International Pty Ltd
ABN 84 140 642 851

11/03/21
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Paul

LETTER OF SUPPORT- UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION,
DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE
Energy Skills Solutions (ESS) has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which
is to be included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0.
ESS management have participated on the Technical Advisory Committee’s in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed
restructured qualifications will:
•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed qualifications and associated units of competency will ensure the UET TDR Training
Package continues to provide quality pathways to support workforce development within the ESI TDR
Industry.
ESS fully supports the recommendation for the qualifications and associated units of competency go
to the ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.

Yours sincerely

Shane Eeles
Manager Risk and Compliance
Energy Skills Solutions
M: 042 747 1524

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rob McDowell
Erin Knudsen
Brett Nelson
UET Release 2.0
Monday, 10 May 2021 8:14:17 AM

To whom it may concern,
ESI Training and Consulting currently deliver the Cert II in ESI Powerline Vegetation and Control
and various units of competency from the above packages predecessor. This certificate and units
are prerequisites to work on or around electrical networks and are in demand by employees,
employers and electrical networks.
A lot of the content of current units date back to 2012 with only minor updates made, the 2.0
release has sought to update, refine and simplify the delivery of these units and will greatly assist
in achieving all of the above. Anything you can do to assist in the early implementation of this
new release would be appreciated.
Yours Sincerely
Rob McDowell

ESI Training & Consulting Pty Ltd
RTO# 45463
P 03 8786 1637 M 0466 441 832
163 Princes Hwy, Hallam VIC 3803
www.esitc.com.au
ESI Training & Consulting P/L is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO No 45463) operating within the Australian
Vocational Education and Training (VET) Quality Framework. For information regarding our polices, procedures and
course information please visit our website www.esitc.com.au

11 March 2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul

UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support

Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI
TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.

It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The
proposed restructured qualifications will:

•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and
support workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.

Yours sincerely

Lindsay Baxter
Director
EsiTek Pty Ltd

13/03/2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer

Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St

South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR
Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed
restructured qualifications will:

•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and support
workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.
Yours sincerely

David Britten
Operational Training Manager
Essential Energy

07/04/2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul

UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support

Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR
Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed
restructured qualifications will:

•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and support
workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.

Yours sincerely

David Nichols
Asset Inspection Supervisor – Shared Services
Essential Energy

PO Box 5730 Port Macquarie NSW 2444 | ABN 37 428 185 226
Telephone: 0439 460 586 | Interpreter Services 13 14 50 | essentialenergy.com.au

7th April 2021

Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support

Essential Energy has provided several representatives, inclusive of myself, to support the
restructuring of the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the
ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.
I can confirm that I participated as a member of the Technical Advisory Committee in the review
of the seven qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package.
The restructured qualifications proposed will:
•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible; and

•

update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products will facilitate clear pathways and support workforce development
of the ESI TDR Industry.
Yours sincerely

Greg McNamee
Learning Design Manager
Essential Energy

PO Box 5730 Port Macquarie NSW 2444 | ABN 37 428 185 226
Telephone: (02) 6588 4573 | Interpreter Services 13 14 50 | essentialenergy.com.au

From: Erin Knudsen <Erin.Knudsen@aistnds.org.au>
Sent: Monday, 10 May 2021 2:42 PM
To: Lucy Blake <lucy.blake@aistnds.org.au>
Cc: Alexander Versace <alexander.versace@aistnds.org.au>; Klausch Schmidt
<klausch.schmidt@aistnds.org.au>
Subject: FW: Email of support to have the UET Release 2.0 published ASAP

Can we request a fast track for the UET30521 and UETDRO010/11/12 as Powerlink is currently
reviewing all training packages and would like to update these to the latest version.
There is also significant transmission projects starting up in the eastern and central regions of
Australia which would benefit from the new package being realised as there is some outright
mistakes in the transmission package that can’t be achieved.
We are also working towards getting UETDRTO010 on our scope as we have on going
maintenance issues we need to complete by helicopter barehand method and our desire is to
upskill our current workforce.
Jason Sullivan
Development and Compliance Officer
Powerlink Queensland | powerlink.com.au |
33 HAROLD STREET VIRGINIA QLD 4014 | PO Box 1193 Virginia QLD 4014
T (07) 3860 2369 | M 0429 633 038 | E jsullivan@powerlink.com.au

mation that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of
this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please
immediately notify us. View the Privacy Policy on AIS website.

Date 12/03/2021

Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul

UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR)
TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support

Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR
Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.

It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed
restructured qualifications will:

•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and support
workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.

Yours sincerely

Mario Gauci
Director
Get Solutions Rail

16th March 2021

Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING
PACKAGE and UEE ELECTROTECHNOLOGY TRAINING PACKAGE – Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Renewable Technologies Project which is to be included
in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and UEE Training Package Release 3.0 and recommends the products go to
the ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) and Electrotechnology IRC respectively for the next stage of
endorsement.

It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the development of development of a new Skill
Set and Units of Competency in following Training Packages:
•

Two units and a Skill Set for the Electrotechnology Training Package with a focus on safe work requirements
for the rooftop solar industry and the identification and isolation of multiple supply systems

•

One unit for the ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail Training Package ensuring safety requirements and
identification and application of control measures for alternate supplies on the distribution network.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will support further workforce development with
Renewable Technologies.

Yours sincerely

Elizabeth Joannou
Training Programmes Manager
Global Sustainable Energy Solutions Pty Ltd.

Global Sustainable Energy Solutions Pty Ltd. | Suite 4, Level 3, 44-54 Botany Road, Alexandria NSW 2015 Australia
P +61 2 9024 5312

EDUCATION

|

E info@gses.com.au
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|

www.gses.com.au

ABN 21 084 230 955
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|

CON S U LTAN CY

8th April 2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL
(ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE and UEE ELECTROTECHNOLOGY TRAINING
PACKAGE
Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Renewable Technologies
Project which is to be included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and UEE
Training Package Release 3.0 and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR Industry
Reference Committee (IRC) and Electrotechnology IRC respectively for the next stage of
endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the development of
development of a new Skill Set and Units of Competency in following Training Packages:
•
•

Two units and a Skill Set for the Electrotechnology Training Package with a focus
on safe work requirements for the rooftop solar industry and the identification and
isolation of multiple supply systems
One unit for the ESI Transmission, Distribution and Rail Training Package ensuring
safety requirements and identification and application of control measures for
alternate supplies on the distribution network.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will support further workforce
development with Renewable Technologies.
Yours sincerely

David Tolliday
Senior Renewable Energy Training Co-ordinator
Renewable Energy Centre of Excellence
Moorabbin Campus

Monday

15th

March 2021

To: Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205

44 Yarck Village Place
Yarck Victoria 3719 Australia
Ph 03 5773 4323 | Mb 0409 192 066
RTO No 22500
ABN 83142792667
peter@powerlinetraining.com.au
www.powerlinetraining.com.au

Dear Paul,
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE
QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be included in
the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR Industry Reference
Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.
I can confirm I participated on the Transmission Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the
Transmission certificate III qualification and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package,
including the Transmission live work units of competency The proposed restructured qualification and units
of competence will:
•

include new/updated skills in the Transmission Units of Competency

•

remove obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

reduce the elective unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and support
workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.
Should you require further information, please feel free to contact me
Yours sincerely

Peter Fisher
Owner/Managing Director
Powerline Training Pty Ltd

12/03/2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING
PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI TDR
Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.

It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed
restructured qualifications will:

•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and
support workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.

Yours sincerely
John Rowe

SA Power Networks ABN 13 332 330 749 a partnership of: Spark Infrastructure SA
(No.1) Pty Ltd ABN 54 091 142 380, Spark Infrastructure SA (No.2) Pty Ltd ABN 19 091
143 038, Spark Infrastructure SA (No.3) Pty Ltd ABN 50 091 142 362, each incorporated
in Australia. CKI Utilities Development Limited ABN 65 090 718 880, PAI Utilities
Development Limited ABN 82 090 718 951, each incorporated in The Bahamas.

Internal Use Only
www.sapowernetworks.com.au

8th April 2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND RAIL (ESI
TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support

Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI
TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for next stage of endorsement.

It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the seven
qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The
proposed restructured qualifications will:


include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency



remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency



reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible



and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways and
support workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.

Yours sincerely
Peter Woods
Principal Assessor EDU
Mob - 041300867

Sydney Trains is a NSW Government agency
Level 4, 146-148 Manchester Road, Auburn NSW 2000
www.sydneytrains.nsw.gov.au ABN 38 284 779 682

16/03/2021
Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Paul
UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND
RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which
is to be included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products
go to the ESI TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of
endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of the
seven qualifications and associated units of competency within the UET Training
Package. The proposed restructured qualifications will:
•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

and update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clear pathways
and support workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.
Yours sincerely

Joshua Jones
Technical Trainer
TransGrid

15.03.21

Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market St
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Paul

UET ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION
AND RAIL (ESI TDR) TRAINING PACKAGE QUALIFICATION – Letter of
Support
Our organisation has contributed to the development of the Industry Skills Project which is to be
included in the UET Training Package Release 2.0, and recommends the products go to the ESI
TDR Industry Reference Committee (IRC) for the next stage of endorsement.
It is confirmed I participated on the Technical Advisory Committee in the review of qualifications
and associated units of competency within the UET Training Package. The proposed restructured
qualifications:
•

include new/updated skills in 70 existing and 5 new Units of Competency

•

remove 7 obsolete or duplicated Units of Competency

•

reduce the pre-requisite unit requirements where possible

•

update packaging rules to better align with industry roles and requirements.

The reviewed training products have been well designed and will facilitate clearer pathways and
support workforce development of the ESI TDR Industry.
Kind regards

Robert Foord
Technical Training Advisor
United Energy

40 Market Street
Melbourne VIC Australia
T (03) 9683 4444
F (03) 9683 4499

CitiPower Pty Ltd
ABN 76 064 651 056
General Enquiries 1300 301 101
www.citipower.com.au

Powercor Australia Ltd
ABN 89 064 651 109
General Enquiries 13 22 06
www.powercor.com.au

United Energy Distribution Pty Ltd
ABN 70 064 651 029
General Enquiries 13 22 09
www.ue.com.au

